Effects of temperature on the removal efficiency of KDP crystal during the process of magnetorheological water-dissolution polishing.
As a kind of important nonlinear optical element, KDP crystal has great demand in the inertial confinement fusion system. Based on the dissolution mechanism of solid materials, the factors that affect the material removal rate of KDP crystal in magnetorheological (MR) water-dissolution polishing are investigated to improve the machining efficiency. It is found that the material removal rate is proportional to the product of the saturation concentration and diffusion coefficient, and the relationship between the removal efficiency and the temperature meets the unilateral Gaussian function. Polishing experiments are carried out on a magnetorheological finishing (MRF) machine with self-designed MRF fluid heating devices. The experimental results show that practical efficiency-temperature curve is consistent with the theoretical curve, and the maximum machining efficiency increases by about 50% with the rise of temperature from 294 to 302 K. Meanwhile, when the MR fluid temperature is lower than 308 K, the crystal surface quality and surface roughness in different processing temperatures have no remarkable difference with constant crystal temperature (294 K). This research indicates that it is feasible to drastically improve KDP crystal MRF efficiency by controlling the processing temperature.